Effect of Complexity on Frontal Event Related Desynchronisation in Mental Rotation Task.
A complexity (orientation and shape of stimuli) in the mental rotation (MR) task often affects reaction time (RT) and response accuracy, but the nature of such reflections in neuroscientific research is commonly undocumented. A number of studies have explored the effect of complexity and subsequently noted down the differences in performance. However, a few studies explored complexity (in the term of angular disparity) and cognitive strategies with respect to correct responses only. In contrast, the present study investigated frontal alpha desynchronization with reference to the complexity and proportions of correct and incorrect responses. Behavioral and neurophysiological responses were investigated to understand the switching between strategies (Analytic vs. Holistic). Results showed longer response time with respect to increased complexity. Frontal alpha desynchronization increased for difficult trials and incorrect responses, suggesting a higher utilization of cognitive resources at the frontal region during the MR task. Higher left frontal desynchronization reflected a trading off between strategies for difficult trials. Taken together, these findings suggest that the effect of stimuli complexity is more nuanced than implied by a simple hemispheric dichotomy for frontal cortex and discuss possible future directions to better understand the multitudinous brain mechanisms involved in MR.